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Introduction

In his algebraic study of operator algebras [ 4], Kaplansky considered a
ring (resp. *-ring) with unity in which the right annihilator of any subset is
the principal right ideal generated by an idempotent (resp. a projection=
self-adjoint idempotent). Then the left annihilator of any subset has the similar property. He called such a ring (resp. *-ring) a Baer ring (resp. Baer
*-ring).
In a ring Ill, we denote by C,k\(lzr) the set of all principal right ideals·
generated by idempotents, which is partially ordered by set-inclusion. We
know that if Ill is a Baer ring then 02r(2{) (equal to the set of all right annihilators) forms a complete lattice. On the other hand, if ~ is a regular ring
of von Neumann then 02r(21) (equal to the set of all principal right ideals)
forms a complemented modular lattice. These two rings both satisfy the following conditions:
(R,) The right annihilator of any element is the principal right ideal generated by an idempotent,
(Rr) The left annihilator of any element is the principal left ideal generated by an idempotent.
As will be stated below, to imply that 02r(2{) forms a lattice it is sufficient
that ~X satisfies these two conditions.
When Ill is a *-ring, we consider the following condition:
(R~) The right annihilator of any element is the principal right ideal generated by a projection.
It is obvious that the similar condition (Rr) for the left annihilators is equivalent to (Rn. These conditions (R~) and (RT) were treated first by Rickart
[8] in the case of B*-algebras: a s;-algebra of Rickart is a B*-algebra satisfying (R~). In this paper, a *-ring is called a Rickart *-ring if it satisfies
(R~), and a ring is called a Rickart ring if it satisfies (R,) and (R 1). These
rings have many examples in the literatures on operator algebras and
continuous geometries, i. e., Baer *-rings, *-regular. rings, Et-algebras and the
*-rings treated by Berberian [1, § 3] are Rickart *-rings; Baer rings and
regular rings are Rickart rings. This paper is devoted to the study of Rickart
rings and Rickart *-rings.
In § 1,. we shall prove that if 2X is a Rickart ring then 02r(~l) forms a lat-
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tice, and then it follows from the result of my previous paper [7, § 3] that
Cl(r(ill) is a relatively semi-orthocomplemented lattice. We shall examine the
relation between the structures of a Rickart ring m and the lattice mr(m). In
§ 2, we shall show that there is a natural correspondence between the set of
central idempotents of m and the center of mrem). In § 3, we shall prove that
when a lattice is relatively semi-orthocomplemented, the quotient lattice can
be defined by a neutral ideal and it is also relatively semi-orthocomplemented.
In § 4, we shall examine the perspectivity in mr(m) as a preparation for § 5,
where we shall examine the correspondence between the quotient rings of m
and the quotient lattices of mrem). An ideal 3 of a ring will be called an APideal if it satisfies the following condition: If two elements x, y have the
same right or left annihilator then x E 3 implies y E ;J. We shall show that
if 3 is an AP-ideal of a Rickart ring m then m/3 is also a Rickart ring and
Cl(r(m/3) is lattice-isomorphic to a quotient lattice of Cl(r(m). Especially, when
m is a regular ring, any ideal is an AP-ideal and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all ideals 3 of m and the set of all neutral
ideals J of Cl(r(m) such that Cl(r(m/;J) is isomorphic to Cl(r(m)/J.
In § 6, we shall show that when mis a Rickart *-ring, the set P(m) of all
projections forms a lattice isomorphic to mr(m); and by making use of the results in the preceding sections we shall have several theorems concerning
relations between the structures of m and P(m). It will be shown that any
AP-ideal 3 of a Rickart *-ring mis self-adjoint and then m/3 is also a Rickart
*-ring where P(m/3) is isomorphic to a quotient lattice of P(m). If, moreover,
m satisfies the condition (a) given in my previous paper [6] (especially, mis
a Baer *-ring satisfying the EP-and SR-axioms of Ka plan sky [ 4] or m is a
Berberian's *-ring) then any ideal generated by projections is -an AP-ideal.
§ 1.

Rickart rings

Let m be a ring. The principal right (resp. left) ideal generated by x Em
is denoted by (x), (resp. (x) 1) and the right (resp. left) annihilator of x is denoted by (x)' (resp. (xY).
DEFINITION 1.1. An idempotent e of a ring m is called a right (resp. left)
idempotent of an element x E m if e and x have the same right (resp. left) annihilator, i.e. (x)'=(e)' (resp. (xY =(eY). If m has the unity element, (x)'=(e)'
is equivalent to (x)'=(l-e),. A ring with unity is called a Rickart ring if
every element has its right idempotent (not necessarily unique) and its left
idempotent. It is obvious that a ring is a Rickart ring if and only if it satisfies the conditions (R,) and (R 1) in the introduction.
An element x of a ring mis called to be relatively regular if there exists
y Em such that x=xyx (Rickart [8, § 3]). Then, it is obvious that yx and xy
are respectively a right idempotent and a left idempotent of x. If mis a regular
ring of von Neumann, then since every x Em is relatively regular, m is a
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Rickart ring. It is obvious that a Baer ring of Kaplansky [ 4] is also a Rickart
ring.
Hereafter we use the following notations: J(m) is the set of all idempotents of a ring m, O(i(m)= {(e),; e E J(m)} and .?i(m)= {(e)1 ; e E I(m)}. If m has
1, since (e)'=(l-e), and (e)1=(1-e), we have mi(m)= {(e)'; e E J(m)} and ..:c"i(m)
={(e)1; e E J(m)}. O(i(m) and ..:c"i(m) is each a partially ordered set with 0, 1,
ordered by set-inclusion, and there is a dual-isomorphism between them by
(e),B(l-e)z. Now, we shall show that if m is a Rickart ring then mi(m)
and .2"1(m) are lattices. We remark that if e, f E J(m) and ef = 0 then (1- J)
(1-e) E J(m).
LEMMA 1. 1. Let mbe a ring with unity. The fallowing two statements are
equivalent.
(a) For every e, f E J(m), ef has a right idempotent, i. e. (ef)' E 0(1(m).
((3) For every e, f E J(m), (e, J)' E 0(1(m). ((e, J)' is the right annihilator of
the set {e, f}.)
Similar property holds for left annihilators.

(a)=}(/3). Fore,

JE J(m),

there is gE J(m) with (e(l-J))'=(g)' by
(a). Since f E (e(l-J))' we have gf=0, and hence (1-J)(l-g) E J(m). We have
J(l-J)(l-g)=0, and since 1-gE (g)'=(e(l-J))' we have e(l-J)(l-g)=0.
Hence (e,J)')((l-J)(l-g)),. On the other hand, if ex=fx=0, then it follows
from e(l-f)x=0 that gx=0, and hence (l-J)(l-g)x=(l-J)x=x. Therefore
(e, J)' = ((1-J)(l- g)), E m1(m). ((3)~(a). For e, f E J(m), there is g E J(m) with
(e,1-J)'=(g)' by (/3). Since (1-J)(l-g)=0 we have gf E J(m). It follows from
(e)')(g)' that (eJ)')(gJ)'. If efx=0, thenfx E (e, l-JY=(g)', and hence gfx=0.
Therefore (ef)'=(gf)' E O(i(m).
PROOF.

LEMMA 1. 2. Let mbe a ring with unity. The fallowing two statements are
equivalent.
(a) For every e, ff. J(m), ef has a right idempotent and a left idempotent.
(/3) O(i(m) and 2"1(m) are lattices where (e),n(J), (resp. (e) 1 n(J) 1) is the
intersection of (e), and (J), (resp. (e), and (J),).

Since (1-e, 1- J)' is the intersection of (e), and (J),, (e),n(J), in
O(i(m) exists and is equal to the intersection of (e), and (J), if and only if (1e, 1-J)' E 0(1(m). And then, by the duality of O(i(m) and .2"i(m), (1-e )1v (1-J) 1
in .2"1(m) exists. Similar properties for (e) 1 n(J)1 and (1-e), v(l-J), also
hold. Hence, this lemma is implied from Lemma I. I.
PROOF.

In a lattice with 0, the semi-orthogonal relation "_1_" is defined by the
following axioms ([7, § 1]): (_1_ 1) a_l_a implies a=0; (_1_2) a_l_b implies b_l_a;
(_1_3) a_Lb, a 1.:s;:a imply a 1 _l_b; (_1_4) a_l_b, aVb_l_c imply a_l_bVc. A lattice L
with 0, 1 is called to be relatively semi-orthocomplemented if it has a semiorthogonal relation "J_" and for a, b EL with a;:;;,b there is c EL with a_l_c,
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In [7, § 3], the canonical semi-orthogonal relation in C'Ri(m) (resp.
2"'i(m)) is defined as follows: (e),j_(f), (resp. (e)1j_(/)1) if there are eo, Jo E I(m)
with (eo\=(e\, (Jo),=(f), (resp. (eo)1=(e)1, (/0)1=(/)1) and eofo=Joeo=O. The

avc=b.

following theorem is a consequence of Lemma 1.2 and [7], Theorem 4.
THEOREM 1. 1. 1 ) If a ring mwith unity has the property (a) of Lemma 1.2,
especially if m is a Rickart ring, then c'.Ri(m) and 2"' i(m) form relatively semi-

orthocomplemented lattices, ordered by set-inclusion.
LEMMA. 1. 3. If m is a Rickart ring and the lattice c'.Ri(m) is complete, then .
m is a Baer ring (the converse is obvious). And then, the meet (\.,(e.,), in c:Ri(m)
is equal to the intersection of the ideals (e.,),.
PROOF. First, putting (e), = (\.,(e«), in c'.Ri(~), we shall prove that (c), is
equal to the intersection ~ of Ce«),. Since (e), C (e.,), for every a, we have (e),
C ~- Let x E ~ and f be a left idempotent of x. Since x E (g), # (1-g)x=O #
(1- g)f = 0 # (f), <(g), for any g E I(m), it follows from x E .~ that (f), <(e.,), for
every a, and hence (f),~(e),, which implies x E (e),. Therefore (e),=~Next, let {x"} be a subset of Sll, e., be a right idempotent of x., and (\«
(1-e.,),=(e), in c:Ri(m). Then, the right annihilator of {x.,} is equal to the intersection of (x.,)'=(e.,)'=(1-e.,), and hence equal to (e), by the above result. Therefore mis a Baer ring (Kaplansky [ 4], Chap. I, Theorem 1 and Definition 1).
LEMMA 1. 4. If m is a Rickart ring and e E I(m), then eme is also a Rickart
ring and c:RI(eme) is lattice-isomorphic to the sublattice {(f), E c'.Ri(~l); (f),<(e),}
of c'.Rr(m).
PROOF. Let x E eme, and /be a right idempotent of x. Since xe=x, we have
1-e E (x)'=(J)'. Then, sincef=fe, putting Jo=ef=efe we have / 0 E I(e~Te) and
( /0 )'=(/)', which implies (x)' neme=(Jo)' neme. Hence Jo is a right idempotent
of x in eme. Similarly, x has a left idempotent in eme. Therefore eme is a

Rickart ring.

The last statement of the lemma is obvious.

LEMMA 1. 5. Let mbe the direct product of rings {2{.,}. ~l is a Rickart ring
if and only if every m« is a Rickart ring, and then c'.R1(~l) is the direct product
of the lattices {c'.Rr(m.,)}.
PROOF. For x=(x.,) Em, the annihilator of xis equal to the product set of
1) The author was informed by Professor Amemiya, after the submission of the manuscript, that,
in the paper:
I. Amemiya and I. Halperin, Complemented modular lattices derived from non-associative rings, Acta Sci.
Math. Szeged., 20 (1959), 181-201,
it was proved (§ 3) that if a ring SU: (not necessarily associative) is idempotent-associative and semiregular then &1(\U:) and 2"r(IU:) form relatively complemented lattices. In our paper, rings are always
associative. It is easily seen that in a ring with unity if e is a right (resp. left) idempotent of x in our
sense then e is a left (resp. right) idempotent of x in the sense of Amemiya-Halperin and hence Rickart
rings are semi-regular.
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for every a. Under this

REMARK. If ~ is a commutative Rickart ring, then J(m) forms a lattice
which is isomorphic to Gei(m)=S:""J(m).
§ 2.

The center of a Rickart ring

LEMMA 2.1. Let m be a ring.· The following statements for e E J(m) are
equivalent.
(a) e is in the center of m(a central idempotent).
(/3) e commuts with every idempotent of m.
('Y) When f E J(~X), each of the equations (e),=(f), and (e)z=(/)1 implies
e=f.

PROOF. It is trivial that (a) implies (/3). (/3) implies ('Y), because if f E
I(m), (e),=(f), (or (e)1=(/)1) and e commutes with /then e=J. Putting f =e+ex
-exe and g=e+xe-exe, we have/, g E J(m), (e),=(f), and (e)1=(g)z. If ('Y) holds,
then since e=f=g we have ~.;1;=exe=xe, which implies (a).
THEOREM 2.1. Let m be a Rickart ring. The following statements for e E
I(i{) are equivalent.
(a) e is in the center of m.
(/3) (e), is in the center of GQJ(~l).
( 'Y) (e)1 is in the center of£:"" J(~t).
PROOF. Since cRJ(m) is a relatively semi-orthocomplemented lattice by
Theorem 1.1, it follows from [7], Lemma 2 that (/3) holds if and only if (e),
has a unique complement. If (a) holds and (f), is a complement of (e),, then
since ef E I(m) and (e/),~(e),n(f),=(0),, we have ef=O, and then e+ f E I(m) and
(e+f),=(e),v(f),=(1),, which implies e+/=1 (see [7], Lemma 4 (ii)). Therefore/=1-e is uniquely determined, and hence, (/3) holds.
Conversely, let
(e), be in the center of cRJ(m). If (e),=(f),, then since both (1-e), and (1-/),
are complements of (e),, we have (l-e),=(1-/),, and then e=f. Since (1-e),
is also in the center of cRJ(m), it is proved similarly that (l-e),=(1-/), implies 1-e= 1-/, which means that (e)1=(/)1 implies e= f. Therefore ('Y) of
Lemma 2.1 holds, and hence (a) holds. The equivalence of (a) and ('Y) is proved
similarly.
CoROLLARY 1. Let 3 be the center of a Rickart ring ~r. 3 is also a Rickart
ring and the lattice 1(8) (isomorphic to cRJ(3)) is isomorphic to the center of
cR1 (m) and to that of £:""i(\!l), by the mapping e - (e),=(e)z.
PRooF. To prove that 3 is a Rickart ring it suffices to show that if x E 3
and e and / are respectively a right idempotent and a left idempotent of x,
then e, /E 8. It follows from (x)'=(xY that (e)'=(/)1. Since (1-e)y E (e)' and
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y(l-/) E (/)1 for any y E W, we have (1-e)y/=0 and ey(l-J)=O, which implies
ey=eyf=yf for any y E W. Hence we have e=f E ,8. The last statement follows
from the above theorem.
2. Let W be a Rickart ring. If 6QJ(W) is a direct product of
sublattices L1 and L2, then there exist Rickart subrings W1 and W2 such that W=
W1 x W2 and that 6QJ(W;) is lattice-isomorphic to L; (i= 1, 2).
CoROLLARY

PROOF. By the assumption there are e; E 1('2~) (i=l, 2) such that (e;), are
in the center of 6QJ(W) and L;= {(J)r E 6QJ(W); (J),<(e;),}. Since e; are in the center of W by the above theorem and since (e1)rn(e2)r=(O)r and (e1),u(e2),=(l),,
we have e1e2=0 and e1 +e2=l. Hence W;=e;W have the desired properties.

§ 3.

Quotient lattices of relatively semi-orthocomplemented lattices

In a lattice L, an equivalence relation"==" is called a congruence relation
if a;==b; (i=l, 2) imply a 1Va 2 =b1vb 2 and a 1 r\a 2=b 1 nb 2 • It is obvious that
a==b if and only if aVb=anb. A pair of a, b EL with a~b is called a quotient
and denoted by a/b. A set N of quotients is called a quotient-ideal if it has
the following four properties (F. Maeda [5], Kap. I, Definition 4.1): (1°)
a/a E Nfor every a€. L; (2°) a2a 1 2b 1 2b and a/b €. N imply a 1/b 1 EN; (3°) a/b €. N
and b/c E Nimply a/c E N;(4°) avb/a EN if and only if b/anb EN. By [5], Kap.
I, Satz 4.2, if"==" is a congruence relation, then {a/b; a=b} is a quotientideal, and conversely, for any quotient-ideal N there exists one and only one
congruence relation with {a/b; a=b} =N. For any a c L, the class {x EL; x==a}
is denoted by a/N, and the lattice formed by {a/N; a c L} is denoted by L/N.
LEMMA

3.1. Let L be a lattice with Oand "==" be a congruence relation with

the corresponding quotient-ideal N. Moreover, let L have a semi-orthogonal relation " _1_ ".
( i) If we define a relation "_1_ " in L/N as follows: a/N _1_ b/ N if there exist
a 0 , b0 EL with a 0 ==a, b0 =b and a 0 _l_b 0 , then it is a semi-orthogonal relation in
L/N.

(ii) If a semi-orthogonal relation in L has the property that a_l_b, a_l_c
imply a_lbvc, then so does the induced semi-orthogonal relation in L/N.
(iii) If L is semi-orthocomplemented (resp. relatively semi-orthocomplemented), then so is L/N.
PRooF.
(i) We shall show that the relation "_1_" in L/N satisfies the
axioms (_1_1)-(_1_4). It is obvious that (_1_2) holds. If a/N_l_a/N, then since
there are a1, a2 EL_ with a 1==a 2 =a and a 1_l_a 2 we have a=a 1 na2 =0, which shows
that (_1_1) holds. Let c/N<a/N_1_b/N. We may assume that a_l_b. Since an
c==c and af"\c_l_b, we have c/N _l_b/N, that is, (_1_3) holds. Let a/N _l_b/N and
a/Nvb/N _l_c/N. We may assume that a_l_b.
There exist d, co EL with d==
avb, co==c and d_l_co. Since dna=a, dnb=b and since (dna)v(dnb)_l_c/l im-
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plies dnaJ_ (dnb)Vco, we have a/N J_b/Nvc/N, that is, (J_4) holds.
(ii) Let a/N J_b/N and a/N J_c/N. There exist ai, a2, b0 , c0 EL such that
a1==a2==a, bo=b, co==c, a1J_bo and azJ_c 0 • Since a1na 2j_b 0 and a1r\a2J_c0 , it follows from the assumption that a1r\a2J_b0Vco, Since a1na2==a, we have a/N
J_b/Nvc/N.
(iii) If L is semi-orthocomplemented and a.L is a semi-orthocomplement
of a EL, then it is obvious that al/N is a semi-orthocomplement of a/N. If L
is relatively semi-orthocomplemented and a/Ns,.b/N, then since anb=a and
since there is c EL with (anb)vc=b, we have a/N J_c/N and a/Nvc/N=b/N.
This completes the proof.
Next, we shall prove Hilfssatz 4.6 of. [5~, Kap. I without the assumption
that Lis modular.
LEMMA 3.2. Let L be a relatively complemented lattice with O and "==" be
a congruence relation in L. The following three statements are equivalent.
(a) a=b.
(/3) There exists t EL such that aVb=(anb)Vt and t=O.
('Y) There exists t EL such that aVt=bVt and t=O.

PROOF. Since Lis relatively complemented, there is t EL with avb=(anb)
Vt and anbnt=O. If a=b, then t=tn(avb)=tn(anb)=O. Hence (a) implies
(/3). Since aVb=(anb)Vt implies aVt=aVb=bVt, (/3) implies ('Y), If ('Y)
holds, then a=aVt=bVt=b, that is, (a) holds. This completes the proof.

By [5], Kap. I, Satz 4.5, if "==" is a congruence relation in a lattice L
with 0, then its kernelJ={a EL; a=O} is a neutral ideal. We shall show the
following lemma which includes the last part of Satz 4.5 as a special case.
3.3. Let L be a relatively semi-orthocomplemented lattice. If J is a
neutral ideal of L, then there exists one and only one congruence relation whose
kernel is equal to J.
LEMMA

PROOF. Let N be the set of quotients a/b such that a relatively semiorthocomplement of b in a is in J. Remark that if a/b E N, every semi-orthocomplement of b in a is in J since J is neutral. We shall show that N is a quotient-ideal. (1°) a/a EN for every a EL since OE J. (2°) If a2.a 1~b 12.b and a/b
EN, then putting a=a1\Jd1, a1=b1vd2 and b1=b\Jd3, we have a=bv(d3Vd2
Vd1) by the axiom (J_ 4). Since d3 Vd2 Vd1 EJ, we have d2 EJ, which implies
that a1/b1 EN. (3°) If a/b, b/c EN, then putting a=bvd1 and b=cvd2 we have
a=cv(d1 Vd2), Since d1, d2 EJ, we have d1 vd2 EJ, which implies that a/c E l•i.
(4°) Let aVb=avd1 and b=(anb)vdz. Since d1 and d2 are perspective andJis
neutral, we have d1 E]#d2 EJ, which implies avb/a E N#b/anb EN. Therefore, N is a quotient-ideal, and there exists a congruence relation"==" such
that {a/b; a=b} =N. Then, since a=O#a/0 E N#a EJ, the kernel of the con-

2)

avb is denoted by avb when aJ_b.
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gruence relation is equal to J. The uniqueness of the congruence relation follows from Lemma 3.2.
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a relatively semi-orthocomplemented lattice and J be
a neutral ideal of L. Then, the quotient lattice L/J can be defined and is also
relatively semi~orthocomplemented. If L is relatively orthocomplemented (resp.
complemented modular), then so is L/J.
PROOF. The first part of the theorem follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.1.
If L is relatively orthocomplemented, then so is L/J by Theorem 1 of [7] 1and
Lemma 3.1 (ii). If Lis complemented modular, then it is obyious that L/J is
modular, and hence is complemented modular.

§ 4.

Perspectivity in l'.RI(~l)

The set of all right (resp. left) idempotents of an element x of a ring is
denoted by RI(x) (resp. LI(x)). If mis a Rickart ring, RI(x) and Ll(x) are not
empty for every xf_m. If e, ff. RI(x), then since (e)'=(J)' we have (1-e),=
(1-f), and (e),=(J) 1• If l'.RJ(m) is a lattice and e, ff. RI(x), then (e), and (J),
have the same semi-orthocomplement and then they are perspective in l'.RJ(m).
If e, ff. LI(x) then we have (e),=(J),.
LEMMA 4.1. Let mbe a Rickart ring and e, ff. 1cm).
(i) If g f. Ll((l-e)f), then e +g-ge f. I(m) and (e+g-ge),=(e),v(g),= (e),v
(J), in l'.Ri(m). There exists g0 f. LI((l-e)f) with eg0 =g0 e=O. Then (e+go),=
(e),V(J),.
(ii) If hf. RI((l-e)f), then f- fh f. I(m) and (f-fh),=(e),n(J), in l'.Ri(m).
There exists ho f. RI((l-e)f) withfho=hof=ho, Then (ho),v((e),n(f),)=(J),.

PROOF. (i) Since e f. ((l-e)f)1=(g)1 we have eg=O. Putting g0 =g(l-e),
we have go f. I(m), (g0 ),=(g),, eg0 =goe=O, and hence e+g-ge=e+go f. I(m), (e+
go),=(e),v(g),. Since (goY=(gY we have go f. LI((l-e)f) and, as in the proof
of Lemma 1.1, it is easy to show that ((l-e)(l-g0 ))1 =(e,fY=(l-e)1 n(l-J) 1•
Hence (e+go),=(e),v(J),.
(ii) Since 1-ff. ((1-e)f)'=(h)' we have h(l-J)=O. As in the proof of
Lemma 1.1, it is easy to show that f-fh=f(l-h) f. I(m) and (f-fh),=(1-e,
1-fY=(e),n(J),. On the other hand, putting h0 =fh, we have ho f. I(m) and
(ho)'=(h)', which imply ho f. RI((l-e)f). Since fho=hof=h 0, we have (J),=(h0 ),
v (J-ho),= (ho),v ((e),n (J),).
LEMMA 4.2. Let m be a Rickart ring and e, J, g f. I(m).
(i) (e), v(g),=(J), v(g), in l'.R1(m) if and only if ((1-g)eY =((1-g)fY.
(ii) (e),n(g),=(J),n(g), in i'.Ri(m) if and only if ((1-e)g)'=((l- f)g)'.
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(iii) (e),n(g),=(0), in ~i(~) if and only if ((1-g)e)'=(e)'.
PROOF. (i) By Lemma 4.1 (i), there are h 1: LI((l-g)e) and k 1: LI((l-g)f)
with hg=gh=O, kg=gk=O and (g+h),=(e),v(g),, (g+k),=(J),v(g),. Since
(g+h)(g+k)=g+hk and (g+k)(g+h)=g+kh, the equation (g+h),=(g+k), is
equivalent to (h),=(k), and hence to (h)1 =(kY. Hence we get the statement (i).
(ii) It is proved by the similar method as (i) that (e)1 v(g)1=(J)1 v(g)z #
(e(l-g))' =(J(l-g))'. Since (e), n(g),= (J),n(g),#(l-e)1 v(l-g),=(1-/) 1 v
(1-g)i, we get the statement (ii).
(iii) By Lemma 4.1 (ii), there is h 1: R/((1-g)e) with eh=he=h and then
(e),n(g),=(e-h)r_. Hence (e),n(g),=(0),#e=h, and it is easy to show that
e=h#(e)'=(h)'. _

THEOREM 4.1. Let~ be a Rickart ring and / 2(~)= {e/; e, f 1: /(~)}.
(i) If x E /2(~) and e E LI(x), then there exists Jo E RI(x) such that (J0 ), is
perspective to (e), in ~i(~), and hence for any f 1: RI(x), (e), and (J), are projective in ~i(~).
(ii) If (e), and (J), are perspective in ~i(~), then there exist x, y 1: / 2( ~ )
such that e E RI(x), f E RI(y) and (xY =(yY.
PROOF. (i) Putting x=(l-g)h(g, h 1: /(~)), there is/o E RI(x) with (fo),v
((g),n(h),)=(h), by Lemma 4.1 (ii). If e 1: LI(x), then we have (e),v(g),=(g),v
(h), by Lemma 4.1 (i). Hence (e), and (fo), are perspective, and since(/),(/ 1:
RI(x)) is perspective to (/0),, (e), and (/), are projective.
(ii) If (e), and (f), are perspective, then there is g 1: /(~) with (e), v(g),=
(f)v(g), and (e),n(g),=(f),n(g),=(0),. Putting x=(l-g)e and y= (1-g)f,
we have e 1: RI(x), f 1: RI(y) and (xY =(y)' by Lemma 4.2 (iii) and (i).
Remark that these lemmas and theorem hold if ~r is a ring with unity
having the property: every element of 12(~) has a right idempotent and a
left idempotent.
DEFINITION 4.1. In a ring ~, two idempotents e, fare called to be algebraically equivalent, denoted by e..!!;.,f, if there exist x, y 1: ~ with xy=e and yx= f
(Berberlian [1], p: 503). We may assume that x 1: e~f and y 1: f'l.Te. "..!!;.," is an
equivalence relation in/(~). Remark that (e),=(J), (or (e)1=(/)1) implies e..!!;.,f
and that any two right (or left) idempotents of an element of a ring with
unity are algebraically equivalent.
LEMMA 4.3. Let~ be a Rickart ring.
(e), and (f), are perspective.

If (e),j_(f), in ~I(~) and e.£;.,f, then

PROOF. We may assume that ef=fe=O. There are x 1: e~f and y 1:f~
with xy=e, yx=f. It follows from (e+y)x=x+f, (x+f)y=e+y that (e+yY=
(x+J)1. Since (eYn(JY C(e+JyY=(e+y)Z, (e+y)1n(e)1 C(y)1 C(JY and (x+/Yn
(JYC(x)IC(eY, we have (e+y)1n(eY=(e+y)1n(JY=(e)1n(J)1. Hence, putting
g1: LI(e+y), we have (l-g)1n(l-e)1=(l-g)1n(l-/)1=(l-e)1n(l-f)1 and
hence (g),v(e),=(g),v(f),=(e),v(J),=(e+f),. Since g=(e+f)g and since .it
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follows from (e-x)(x+ J)=(e-xf)(ex+ f)=ex-xf=O that (e-x)g=O, we have
g=(x+ J)g=(x+ J)Jg. If u E (e),n(g),, then since u=eu=gu we have u=(x+ f)
fg;i,=(x+f)feu=O. Hence (e),n(g),=(0), and similarly (J),n(g),=(0). Therefore (e), and (J), are perspective.
LEMMA 4.4. Let m be a Rickart ring.
The following statements are equivalent.
(a) For any x E m, its right idempotent and left idempotent are algebraically equivalent.
(/3) For any x Em, there exists a relatively regular element u (see §1) such
that (x)'=(u)' and (xY=(u)1.
(ii) The statement (a) implies the following property: if (e), and (J), are
perspective in !'RI(m), then e,.!;;,.,f.
(i)

PROOF. (i) Let e E LI(x) and J E RI(x). If (a) holds, then there are u E emf
and v EJme with uv=e and vu=J. Since u=eu=uf=uvu, u is relatively regular and (u)'=(J)'=(x)', (uY=(eY=(x)1. Conversely, if (/3) holds, then since
there is v E m with uvu=u, we have uv E LI(x) and vu E RI(x), which implies that
a a af.
e---uv---vu--(ii)

If (e), and (J), are perspective, then by Theorem 4.1 (ii) there are x,

y withe E RI(x), JE RI(y) and (x)'=(y)1.
g,.!;;,.,Jby (a).

§ 5.

Putting gE LI(x)=LI(y), we have e,.!;;,.,

Quotient rings of Rickart rings

Let cp be a homomorphism of a ring m into another ring. Then, it is easy
to see that cp((x),)=(cp(x)),ncp(m) and cp((x) 1)=(cp(x)) 1 ncp(m) for every x Em, and
that cp((x)') C (cp(x))' ncp(m) and cp((xY) C (cp(x))I ncp(m).
DEFINITION 5.1. A homomorphism cp of a ring m into another ring is called
to be annihilator preserving if cp((x)') = (cp(x))' ncp(m) and rp((xY) = (cp(x))1 ncp(m)
for every x E m, and the kernel of cp is called an AP-ideal. It is obvious that
an ideal (two-sided) S of m is an AP-ideal if and only if the canonical homomorphism of m onto m;s is annihilator preserving, in notation, (x/3)' = (x)' IS
and (x/SY=(xY/3 for every x Em. If e is a right (resp. left) idempotent of
x E m and S is an AP-ideal of ~ then e/3 is a right (resp. left) idempotent of
x/3 in m/S. Hence, if m is a Rickart ring then so is m/3.
LEMMA 5.1. Let ii be a Rickart ring and S be an ideal of m. The following
statements are equivalent.
(a) Sis an AP-ideal.
(/3) If (x)'=(y)' or (xY=(y)1, then x ES implies y ES.
('Y) xES~RI(x)CS~LI(x)CS.
Remark that if Sis an ideal and RI(x)nS (resp. LI(x)nS) is not empty then
RI(x) C 3 (resp. LI(x) C 3).
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PROOF. (a)=}(/3) .. If ;J is an AP-ideal, x E ;J and (x)'=(y)' then we have
(y/':J)'=(x/':J)'=(O/':J)'=2£/;J which implies y E ;J. If (x)'=(y)\ then it follows
from (y/3)'=2£/;J that y E ;J.
(/3)=}(a). Let e E RI(x). Since (x)'=(e)', we have (xy)'=(ey)' for any y E 2£
and it follows from (/3) that xy E ';J#ey E ;J, which implies (x/S')'=(e/;J)'. It is
easy to show that (e/':J)'=(e)'/S' for any e E /(2£). Hence (x/S'Y=(x)'/:J and
similarly we have (x/:JY =(x)'/;J.
(/3) implies ('Y), since if e E RI(x) and f E LI(x) then (e)'=(x)' and (JY=(x)1.
('Y) implies (/3), since if (x)'=(y)' or (x)'=(y)' then RI(x)=RI(y) or LI(x)=LI(y).
DEFINITION 5.2. Let 2£ be a Rickart ring. An ideal J of cRI(2£) is called to
be AP-neutral if it has the following property: if e E RI(x) and f E LI(x) for
x Em then (e), EJ # (f), EJ. If J is AP-neutral and (e), and (J), are perspective
in cRI(2£), then since it follows from Theorem 4.1 (ii) that there are x, y with
eE RI(x), JE RI(y) and (x)'=(y)', putting gE LI(x)=Ll(y), we have (e),E]#
(g), E J # (f), EJ. Hence, any AP-neutral ideal is a neutral ideal.
Since if /1, Jz E LI(x) then C/1),=(/2),, we sometimes denote (/1), by (LI(x)),.
Remark that ei, ez E RI(x) does not imply (e1),=(e2), in general.
LEMMA 5.2. If an ideal :J of a Rickart ring 2£ has the property: RI(x) C
';J#Ll(x)C:J (especially :J is an AP-ideal), then J(:J)= {(e),; e c ;Jn/(2£)} is an
AP-neutral ideal of cRi(i{).
PROOF. If (f),.<;,.(e), E J(':J), then it follows from e E :J and f=ef that f E :J,
and hence (f), E J(;J). Let (e),, (J), EJ(';J), that is, e, J E ;Jn/(2£). It follows
from Lemma 4.1 (i) that there is gE LI((l-e)J) with ge=eg=O and (e+g),=
(e),v(J),. If h E R/((1-e)J), then since it follows from (1-e)J(l-/)=0 that
h(l - J)= 0, we have h=hf E ;J, which implies g E ;J by the assumption for ;J.
Hence, e + g E ;J and we have (e), v(J), EJ(':J). Therefore J(:J) is an ideal. It is
obvious thatJ(';J) is AP-neutral.
LEMMA 5.3. Let~{ be a Rickart ring. If J is an ideal of cRi(~!), then :JU)=
{x E 2£; (LI(x)), EJ} is a right ideal generated by the set {e E /(2£); (e), f J}. If,
moreover, J is AP-neutral, then :J(J) is an AP-ideal.
PROOF. If e f. LI(x), J E LI(y) and g f. LI(x -y), then since (x -y)') (x Yr\ (y )'
we have (l-g)12(l-e)1n(l-/)1 in ..0\(2£) and hence (g),<(e),v(J), in cRJ(2£).
If x, y E ;J(J), then since (e),, (J), EJ we have (g), E J, which implies x-y E ;J(J).
Similarly, it follows from (xy)') (x)' that x E ;J(j)=} xy E :J(J). Hence :J(J) is a
right ideal. For any e E /(2£), since e E LI(e) we have e E :J(J)#(e), E J. Therefore, :J(J) includes the set {e E /(2£); (e), E J} and is generated by this set
since if x E ':J(J) and e f LI(x) then (e), E J and x=ex.
Next, let J be AP-neutral. If e E RI(x) and J E RI(yx) then since (yx)') (x)'
we have (l-J),2:(l-e),. Putting 1-e0 =(1-e)(l-f), we have e0 E RI(x) and
1-e0 =(l-e0)(1-J)=(l- J)(l-e 0 ) since (1-J)(l-e)= 1-e, and then (f),~(e 0 ),.
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If x E ;J(J) then since (LI(x)), EJ and J is AP-neutral, we have (e 0), EJ and hence
(f), EJ, which implies (LI(yx)), EJ and consequently yx E ;J(J). Hence ;J(J) is
an ideal. Since e E ;J(J)#(e), EJ for e EI(~), we have x E S(J)#(LI(x)), EJ #
LI(x) CSU) and similarly x f. S(J)#Rl(x) CS(J). Therefore ;J(J) is an APideal by Lemma 5.1.
DEFINITON 5.3. An ideal of a ring is called to be restricted if it is generated by idempotents.
LEMMA 5.4. An ideal S of a Rickart ring
it is restricted and RI(x) c'J# LI(x) CS.

~

is an AP-ideal if and only if

PROOF. If Sis an AP-ideal then it follows from ('Y) of Lemma 5.1 that RI(x)
CS# LI(x) CS and that x f. S, e E RI(x) imply e f. ;J. Since x = xe, S is restricted.
Conversely, let S be restricted and RI(x)(S# LI(x)CS. By Lemma 5.2,J(S)
is an AP-neutral ideal of c:RI(~), and hence by Lemma 5.3, SCJ(S)) is an APideal. We shall show that SCJ(S))=S. If x f. SCJ(S)) and e f. LI(x), then it follows from (e),EJ(S) that eES, which implies x=exES. Hence 'JU(S))CS.
If e E ,;JnI(~l), then it follows from (LI(e)),=(e), EJ('J) that e E ;;_s(J('J)). Since
S is restricted, we have SC S(J(S)). This completes the proof.
THEOREM 5.1. Let~ be a Rickart ring. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all AP-ideals ,'J of n and the set of all AP-neutral ideals
J of c:RI(ill). This correspondence is given by 3--+J(,S)={(e),; e f. SnJ(~()} and
J--+S(J)={x

f ~;

(Ll(x)), El}.

PROOF. As in the proof of Lemma 5.4, if 3 is an AP-ideal, then ;J(J(S))
can be defined by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 and ;J(J(S))=S. If J is an AP-neutral
ideal, then J(S(J)) can be defined and since (e), EJ(S(J))#e f. S(J)#(e), c J we
have J('J(J))=J. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 5.2. Let ~ be a Rickart ring. If S is an AP-ideal of~, then the
quotient ring ~IS is also a Rickart ring and c:RI(~l/3) is lattice-isomorphic to
the quotient lattice c:RI('il)/J(S), where J(S)= {(e),; e f. ,'JnI(~)}. By this isomorphism, the canonical semi-orthogonality in i'RI(~/'J) corresponds to that in
l'RI(~)/J('J) induced by the canonical semi-orthogonality in !'RI(~).
PROOF. It is obvious that -il/S is a Rickart ring. Since J(S) is a neutral
ideal of a relatively semi-orthocomplemented lattice l'RJ(~), the quotient lattice l'R,('iX)/J(S) can be defined by Theorem 3.1 and is also relatively semiorthocomplemented. Let e, ff. I(~) and gE LI((l-e)J). Since (g),v(e),=(e),
v(f), by Lemma 4.1 (i), (e),/J(S)2:.(f),/J(.S) in c:RI('i{)/J('J) if and only if (g), E
J(S). Since (g), c J(S) is equivalent to (1-e)/ E ;J(J(S))=S and hence to f/3
=ef/3, we have
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Especially, (e),/J(r;J)=(f),/J(3)#(e/r;J),=(//J),. Therefore the mappin~ t:
(e),/J(r;J)-(e/J), is an order-preserving, one-to-one mapping of 0<.1('11)/J(3)
into O<.i('lX/<J). If x/3 E /('11/r;J) and e E L/(x) then (x/r;J),=(LI(x/r;J)),=(e/r;J),.
Hence t((e),/J(r;J))=(x/3),, which means that tis onto, and hence' 0<.i('lX/r;J) is
lattice-isomorphic t,o 0<.i('lX)/J(<J).
Next, we shall show that (e),/J(r;J)j_(/),/J(r;J)#(e/3),l_(f/r;J),. Let
(e),/J(r;J)l_(f),/J(3). Then, we may assume that (e),l_(f), in 0<.i('lX), and then
we may assume that ef~fe=O. Hence e/3 • f/3=//3 • e/3=0/3 which
means that (e/r;J),l_(f/~), in 0<.i('lX/<J). Conversely, let (e/r;J),l_(f/r;J),. Then,
we may assume that ef==fe==-0 (mod. 3). Since there is g E RI(ef) with
(g),v((l-e),n(f),)=(f), by Lemma 4.l_(ii) and since it follows from ef E 3
that (g), E J(r;J), we have (f),/J(r;J)=(l-e),n(f),/J(3). It follows from (e),l_
(1-e),n(J), in O<.i('lX) that (e),/J(<J)l_(f),/J(<J).
LEMMA 5.5. Let '11 be a Rickart ring satisfying the condition (a) in Lemma
4.4, that is, if e E RI(x) and f E LI(x) then e,!:.,j, Then, an ideal of '11 is an APideal if and only if it is restricted, and an ideal of 0<.i('lX) is AP-neutral if and
only if it has the property: (e), E J and e,!:.,f imply (f), E J.
PROOF. Let 3 be an ideal of '11. Since e,!:.,J E 3 implies e E 3, it follows
from (a) that RI(x)C3#LI(x)C3. Hence, by Lemma 5.4, 3 is an AP-ideal if
and only if it is restricted.
Let] be an AP-neutral ideal of 0<.i('lX). If (e), E J and e,!:.,J, then as in the
proof of Lemma 4.4 (i), there is u E '11 with e E LI(u) and f E RI(u), and hence
(J), E J. Conversely, if J is an ideal having the property: (e), E J and e,!:.,J imply
(f), E J, then it foll,ows from (a) that J is AP-neutral.
REMARK. If '11 is a Rickart ring satisfying (a) and 3 is a restricted ideal
of '11, then '11/3 is a Rickart ring since 3 is an AP-ideal; and then '11/3 also
satisfies (a), because if e E RI(x) and f E LI(x) then e/3 E RI(x/<J) and f /3 E
LI(x/<J) and it follows from e,!:.,J that e/3,!:.,J/3 in '11/3.
LEMMA 5.6. If '11 is a regular ring, then any ideal of '11 is an AP-ideal, and
any neutral ideal of O<.i('lX) is AP-neutral.
PROOF. Let 3 be an ideal of '11. Since for any x E 3 there is y E '11 with
x=xyx, we have xy E 3nI('l1) and x=(xy)x, which implies that 3 is restricted.
Since a regular ring satisfies the condition (a) by Lemma 4.4 (i), it follows
from Lemma 5.5 that 3 is an AP-ideal.
Let J be a neutral ideal of 0<.i('lX). To prove that J is AP-neutral it suffices
by Lemma 5.5 to show that (e), E J and e,!:.,J imply (/), E J. Let e=xy, f=yx,
x E e'lX f and y E f'l1e. Since 0<.i('lX) is relatively semi-orthocomplemented, there is
gE 1('11) with (/),=((e),n(J),)v(g),. Then, since g=fg=yxg, we have xgy E /('11)
and xgy,!:.,g, and it follows from (xgy),::::;;,.(e), that (xgy), E]. Since (xgy),n(g),
=(xgy),n(e),n(f),n(g),=(0),, it follows from the last remark of [7] that
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(xgy),_l_(g),. Hence (xgy), and (g), are perspective by Lemma 4.3, and since J is
neutral, we have (g), f J. Since (e),n(f), E J, we conclude that(/), f J. This
completes the proof.
Remark that any quotient ring of a regular ring ?!l is regular and that
(LI(x)),=(x), for any x € fil. The following theorem is a consequence of Lemma
5.6 and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.
•·

THEOREM 5.3. Let fil be a regular ring. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of alt ideals 3 of fil and the set of all neutral ideals J of
lRr(fil). This correspondence is given by 3-J(S)= {(e),; e € 3nI(fil)} andJ-3(])
= {x f fil; (x ), E J}. Any quotient ring fil/3 is also regular and lRr(fil/3) is lattice-isomorphic to lRi(2l)/J(3).
§ 6.

Rickart *-rings

DEFINITION 6.1. A *-ring is a ring with involution x-x*. A projection
( =self-adjoint idempotent) e of a *-ring ?!l is called a right (resp. left) projection of an element x f. fil if (x)'=(e)' (resp. (xY=(eY) (Rickart [8]). If e is a
right projection of x then it is a left projection of x*. If fil has the unity element, the right (resp. left) projection of x f. fil is uniquely determined and is
denoted by RP(x) (resp. LP(x)).
A *-ring fil with unity is called a Rickart *-ring if every element has the
right projection (or equivalently, if every element has the left projection).
Remark that a *-ring with unity is a Rickart *-ring if and only if it satisfies
the condition (R~) in the introduction, which is equal to the axiom (i) of Berberlian [1, § 3]; and that a Rickart *-ring is a Rickart ring where each R/(x)
(resp. L/(x)) includes one and only one projection RP(x) (resp. LP(x)). Baer
*-rings of Kaplansky [ 4], *-regular rings (Kaplansky [3]; F. Maeda [5], Kap.
XII) and Et-algebras of Rickart [8] are Rickart *-rings.
The set of all projections of a *-ring fil is denoted by P(fil). P(\Jl) is a
partially ordered set when e~f is defined by e=ef( = fe).
THEOREM 6.1. If fil is a Rickart *-ring, then the set P(fil) of all projections
of?!( forms a relatively orthocomplemented lattice, isomorphic to lRr(fil) and to
Yi(?!l).

PROOF. Since fil is a Rickart ring, O(r(fil) and yr(?!l) are relativ~ly semiorthocomplemented lattices by Theorem 1.1, and it is easy to show that they
are equal to {(e),; e E P(fil)} and {(e)z; e f. P(fil)} respectively. Since the mappings of P(fil) to O(r(')l) and to E"r(\Jl): e-(e),, e-(e) 1 are order-preserving and
one-to-one, P(fil) is a lattice, isomorphic to cRr(fil) and to E"r(fil). The mapping
e-1-e defines an orthogonal relation in P(\Jl) and it is easy to show that P(W)
is relatively orthocomplemented.
REMARK. P(fil) has a semi-orthogonal relation induced from lRr(?!l) by the
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isomorphism e-(e),. This relation coincides with that induced from .27I('itf);
because, for e, f E P('itf), if there are e0 , Jo E /('ill) with (e0 ),=(e),, (J0 ),=(J), and
eoJo=Joeo=O, then et, ft E /('ill), (et)1=(e)1, (Jt)1=(J)1 and etft=ftet=O. If two
projections e, fare orthogonal (ef=O) then they are semi-orthogonal.
As in the case of Rickart rings, it is easy to show the following lemmas.

If 'ill is a Rickart *-ring and the lattice P('ill) is complete, then
'ill is a Baer *-ring.
LEMMA

6.1.

LEMMA 6.2. If 'ill is a Rickart * -ring and e E P('ill), then e'itfe is also a Rickart
*-ring and P(e'itfe) is lattice-isomorphic to the sublattice {J E P('itf); J._<;,.e} of P('ill).

6.3. Let 'ill be the direct product of *-rings {'ill.,}. 'ill is a Rickart
*-ring if and only if every 'ill., is a Rickart *-ring, and then P('ill) is the direct
product of lattices {P('itf.,)}.
LEMMA

Remark that if 'ill is a commutative Rickart *-ring, then since e E /('ill) implies e=RP(e) E P('itf) we have I('ill)=P('itf). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that
THEOREM 6.2. Let 'ill be a Rickart *-ring. The following statements for e E
P('ill) are equivalent.
(a) e is in the center of 'ill.
((3) e is in the center of the lattice P('ill).
CoROLLARY 1. The center B of a Rickart * -ring 'ill is also a Rickart * -ring
and P(B) = I(B) is equal to the center of the lattice P('ill).
COROLLARY 2. Let 'ill be a Rickart *-ring. If P('ill) is a direct product of
sublattices L 1 and L2, then there exist Rickart *-subrings 'itf1 and 'ill2 such that
'ill='ill1x'ill2 and that P('ill;) is equal to L;(i=l, 2).

The following statements for a Rickart *-ring 'ill are implied from the
results of § 4.
LEMMA

6.4. RP((l-e)J)=J-enf and LP((l-e)J)=eVJ-efor e, f E P('itf).

6.5. Let e, f, g E P('itf).
(i) eVg= fVg#((l-g)e)1=((1-g)f)1#(e(l-g))'=(J(l-g))'.
(ii) eng=O#((l-g)e)'=(e)' #(e(l-g))1 =(e)1.
LEMMA

6.3. Let 'ill be a Rickart * -ring and P 2('ill) = { eJ; e, f E P('itf)}.
If XE / 2('ill) then RP(x) and LP(x) are projective in P('ill). If XE P 2('ill)
then RP(x) and LP(x) are perspective.
(ii) If e and fare perspective in P('ill), then there exist x, y E P 2('itf) such
that e=RP(x), f=RP(y) and (x)1=(y)1.
(The second statement of (i) follows from Lemma 6.4.)
THEOREM

(i)

LEMMA

perspective.

6.6. If e and fare semi-orthogonal in P('ill) and e-1!..f, then they are
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REMARK. When mis a Rickart *-ring, the conditon (a) in Lemma 4.4 is
equivalent to
(ap): RP(x)~LP(x) for any XE m,
which implies that if e and J are perspective in P(m) then e~f
Next, we shall apply the results of § 5 to the case of Rickart *-rings.
LEMMA 6. 7. Let S be an ideal of a Rickart *-ring m.
(i) The following statements are equivalent.
(a) S is an AP-ideal.
(/3) If (x)'=(y)' or (xY=(y)Z, then x ES implies y ES.
('Y) x E S8RP(x) E S8LP(x) ES.
(ii) If S is an AP-ideal, then it is self-ad}oint and m;s is also a Rickart

*-ring, where RP(x/S)=RP(x)/S and LP(x/S)=LP(x)/S.
PROOF. (i) follows from Lemma 5.1. (ii) Since RP(x)=LP(x*), if Sis an
AP-ideal then it is self-adjoint by (7). Hence m;s is a *-ring, and since
RP(x)/S· E P(~'(/S) we have RP(x/S)=RP(x)/S and m/S is a Rickart *-ring.
DEFINITION 6.2. Let m be a Rickart *-ring. An ideal J of the lattice P(m) is
called to be AP-neutral if RP(x) EJ 8 LP(x) EJ for x E m. Let lfJ" be the isomorphism from P(m) to c.RI(m). It is obvious that a subset J of P(m) is an APneutral ideal if and only if IJT(J) is an AP-neutral ideal of c.RI(m) defined in
Definition 5.2.
It follows from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 that
LEMMA 6.8. (i) If an ideal of a Rickart *-ring m has the property: RP(x)
E S8LP(x) ES, thenJ(S)=SnP(m) is an AP-neutral ideal of P(m).
(ii) If J is an ideal of P(m), then SU)= {x Em; LP(x) EJ} is a right ideal
of mgenerated by J. If, moreover, J is AP-neutral, then S(J) is an AP-ideal.
Remark that an ideal of a Rickart *-ring is restricted (Definition 5.3) if
and only if it is generated by projections, that is, it is restricted in the sense
of Dixmier [2, p. 15]. It follows from Lemma 5.4 that
LEMMA 6.9. An ideal Sofa Rickart *-ring mis an AP-ideal if and only if
it is restricted and RP(x) E S8LP(x) ES for x Em.
It follows from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 that
THEOREM 6.4. Let m be a Rickart *-ring. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all AP-ideals S of ~1 and the set of all AP-neutral ideals J
of P(m). This correspondence is given by S-+J(S)=SnP(m) andJ-+S(J)=the
ideal generated by J. If S is an AP-ideal, then the quotient ring m;s is also a
Rickart *-ring and P(m/S) is lattice-isomorphic to the quotient lattice P(m)/J(S:).
By this isomorphism, the canonical semi-orthogonality (resp. orthogonality)
in P(m/S) corresponds to that in P(m)/J(S) induced by the canonical semiorthogonality (resp. orthogonality) in P(m).
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It follows from Lemma 5.5 that
LEMMA

6.10. Let mbe a Rickart *-ring satisfying the condition (ap):RP(x)J!:...

LP(x) for any x Em. Then an ideal of mis an AP-ideal if and only if it is
restricted, and an ideal J of P(m) is AP-neutral if and only if it has the property :e E J and eJ!:...J imply f E J, that is, a p-ideal in the sense of [ 6 ], Definition 3.1.
If :Zs is a restricted ideal, then m;s is also a Rickart * -ring satisfying (ap), and
Pcm;m~ P(m)/JC:Zs).

Remark that these results are generalisation and reformation of the lemmas of [6, §3], where the condition (ap) is denoted by (a). Baer *-rings satisfying the EP-and SR-axioms of Kaplansky [4] and Rickart *-rings satisfying
the PD-axiom of [6, p. 85] (especially AW*-algebras) satisfy (ap).
A regular ring is called to be *-regular if it is a *-ring and x*x=O implies x=O (Kaplansky [3, § 2]). It is easy to show that a regular ring is
*-regular if and only if it is a Rickart *-ring (F. Maeda [5], Kap. XII, Satz
2.3). It follows from Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.3 that
6.5. Let mbe a *-regular ring. Any ideal of mis self-adjoint
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all ideals S of mand
the set of all neutral ideals J of P(m). This correspondence is given by S-+ J(S)
=SnP(m) andJ-+S(J)=the ideal generated by J. Any quotient ring m/S is
also a *-regular ring and P(m/S) is lattice-isomorphic to P(')l)/J(S).
THEOREM
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